Uno 200TM

Adapted to Your Everyday Needs
Uno 200 is a newly developed mobile lift from Liko, adapted to most frequent lifting situations, for instance
in nursing homes and home care.
Uno 200 has the basic features, giving you a simple and reliable mobile lift without compromising safety
or user-friendliness.
The wheels roll easily on most surfaces and adapt to the travel direction, which facilitates
patient transfers.
Uno 200 also has electrical widening of the base and lifts up to 200 kg (440 lbs.). Uno 200 is unique
in that the lift interval and the max. load can be adjusted by different settings, enabling you to adapt the
mobile lift to your needs. Furthermore, with Liko’s extensive accessory range, you can customize lifting
solutions to fit the actual lifting situation and the patient.
And as usual with Liko, safety is in focus: Uno 200 has both mechanical and electrical emergency
lowering and uses well proven technology, which is a security for both caregiver
and patient.

Simple and Versatile
Uno 200 can be used in most commonly occurring
lifting situations, for instance transfers between bed
and wheelchair, to and from the toilet, and lifts to
and from the floor.
With its three height adjustment possibilities,
Uno can easily be adapted to provide optimal lifting
height.
Uno’s smart FlexLink (an extra link arm increasing
the distance to the lift mast) provides for almost
vertical lifting and greater flexibility when lifting
from the floor.
If you equip Uno with a Quick-Release Hook,
you can easily and without tools switch to another
slingbar in Liko’s extensive range.
A Quick Reference Guide can always be found
in the lift pocket to remind caregivers of important
operations.
Both the lift arm and the base-width adjustment on Uno 200 are operated
easily and smoothly from the hand control - thus the caregiver can be close
and create a secure lifting situation for the patient.

T ec h nical D ata
Max. Load:

160/200 kg (350/440 lbs.) depending on settings

Lifting Speed:

22 mm/s (0.86”/s) without load, adjusted for max. load 160 kg (350 lbs.)
18 mm/s (0.70”/s) without load, adjusted for max. load 200 kg (440 lbs.)

Batteries:

2 12 V 2.9 Ah valve-regulated lead-acid gel batteries

Front Wheel:

75 mm (3”) twin wheel

Rear Wheel:

75 mm (3”) twin wheel with brakes

Emergency Lowering:

Mechanical and electrical

Protection Class:

IP X4

Material:

Painted steel with lacquer top coat.

Weight:

38.5 kg (85 lbs.)

Prod. No.:

2010020

Uno 200 has been tested by an accredited testing institute and complies with the requirements for Medical Device Directive Class I products
(MDD 93/42/EEC).
Uno 200 complies with the requirements in IEC 60601-1, IEC 60601-1-2, SS-EN ISO 10535, UL-60601-1 and CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 601.1.

Design and Quality by Liko in Sweden.
Liko is quality certified in accordance with ISO 9001 and its equivalent for the medical device industry, ISO 13485.
Liko is also certified in accordance with environmental standard ISO 14001.
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Battery Charger:	100-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz, max 500 mA

